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If you can dream it, you can build it in Minecraft! This OFFICIAL guide will give you tips and tricks on

how to be a creative genius!You can make theme parks with incredible waterslide rides, or entire

pirate coves complete with galleons! Is there nothing that can't be achieved in Minecraft? Here the

experts talk you through amazing constructs which range from awe-inspiring cathedrals to wacky

inventions--like the hilarious animal cannon that catapults cows out to sea! Find out which are

Notch's personal favorites and get step-by-step instructions to fuel your own creative genius. Be

ORE-some!
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This book is really helpful. There are a ton of creative possibilities in Minecraft, and it's really useful

having a guide that you can refer to and become inspired.Pros:-Provides detailed step by step

instructions on how to create hundreds of things in Minecraft-Beautifully designed layout and

organized structure of information, so it's really easy to read and follow the guide-Building

instructions include anything from a mansion to a mazeCons:-The book isn't very lengthy, and it's

entirely possible that I could contain more information and instructions-Doesn't include basic crafting

items and productivity tools like axes, TNT, and other basicsConclusion:If you're really into



Minecraft, and are passionate about exploring the creative possibilities of Minecraft, I highly

recommend purchasing this guide.

The children love this series of Minecraft books. They read through them over and over. My children

are 8, 11, 13, and 14 years old. Three sons and a daughter and they all enjoy reading this book. My

daughter took it upon herself to post-it note all topics for quick reference. Fun for this mom to see

this level of enjoyment for sure.

My nine-year-old grandson loved this so much. I had to buy him another one in the series. He

actually read the whole book to his cousin (age five.) I highly recommend these books because the

kids absolutely read and then use them as a reference.

This has got to be the worst guide ever. The builds are great, but it's not even a guide. It's just a

bunch of pictures with captions, with builds that don't even show you the back of the building. You

have to count the length and width of the build in blocks yourself, which is hard when parts of it is

cut off. If it's an official handbook, it should at least guide you through your building. There's only six

builds, one being a wall. I

My girls have recently gotten into Minecraft on their iPad Minis and have been completely obsessed.

They want to play all the time. Most of the time they are just messing around on it. We asked them if

they would be interested in some books about Minecraft and they jumped at the chance. We

purchased the Minecraft Essential Handbook and the Minecraft Construction Handbook for them

and they loved them. They share the books back and forth and flip through them to get ideas for

building things. They are using the iPad Pocket Edition that doesn't have all the bells and whistles

that the PC version has, but these books are still good for general guidance and ideas. They are

great beginner books to get them thinking about other things they can create. There are three other

official books and a compilation of all of them if you want even more. If you have a beginner at

Minecraft, these books are worth a look.

I bought this for my 10 yr old son who is a minecraft building fanatic. He plays on xbox 360 and the

creative mode, so he was more interested in how to build unique structures than in how to survive. I

checked this book out at the local bookstore that was selling it for 7.99 just to see what it all

encompassed and it seemed like it would be informative and that he'd like it...but I purchased it for



him for Christmas on ...can't beat that Prime!Verdict: He LOVES it! It's helped him build different

unique structures, a huge Golden Gate Bridge style structure and several other buildings...He loved

it so much he was bugging me to get the Redstone book....which I'll review shortly! He also liked the

hardback version- they sell them on Scholastic books through his school, but only the softbacking-

and since he uses it so much, he prefers the sturdiness of hardback.

has the Minecraft hard cover books for cheaper than the paperbacks at the Schoolastic book fairs.

Thank you , with little boys, hardcover books survive much longer. Specially well loved and well

read books, like these.

This was purchased for a 7 year old that loves Minecraft. It is a great reference while playing the

game. Definitely a must for Minecraft kid. This was a Christmas present. I should have got them all

one as it was the most "shared" gift- even above the electronics!If you have a Minecraft addict like I

do- this makes a great gift!If your kid plays Minecraft and is obsessed with watching YouTube

tutorials on how to build his world then these will help
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